
VAMPIRE MOUTH

TOOLS

Black eyeliner; bright and deep

red lipsticks; fake blood (I used

Stage Blood by Ben Nye); popsicle

sticks; fangs (I used Scarecrow

Vampire Fangs.)

STEPS

1. Outline your lips with black

eyeliner and slightly fill them in,

leaving the center of the lips bare.

Fill the center with bright red

lipstick, then go over that with a

deep red lipstick. This will help

achieve that ombre lip effect.

2. Using a popsicle stick, scoop

out some fake blood and place it

around the sides of the mouth.

Tilt your face backward so the

blood drips on its own. Use your

finger to smudge the blood

around and on your lips to look

as though you just bit someone.

3. Don’t forget those fake fangs!

I bought mine on Amazon.com;

the set came with instructions

on how to mold the fangs to your

teeth. Pop them on and you’re

ready to go!
For video how to, go to:

Youtube.com/Ellelevi1

Use a cosmetic sponge to apply thin layers of liquid latex (a paintbrush
comes in handy here). Make sure each layer dries before applying the next.
You don’t have to be precise because we want the outer edges to look messy.

For added texture, stipple a layer of
liquid latex and sprinkle some dry oat-
meal on top; this will look like the “skin”
is peeling. Once this dries, use twee-
zers to poke holes through the liquid
latex to roughen the surface texture.
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To cover the eyebrow and nose, so that
it appears as if they have melted off, ap-
ply thin layers of toilet paper and liquid
latex on these areas while the latex is
still wet. Repeat these steps as needed.
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